BIRTH  OF  FRENCH  SOCIETY  AND  STATE
temptation to generalize, and endeavour not to try to know more
than the documents tell us.
5 T H E   KING   AND    T H K    PRINCES
Up to the end of the twelfth century the king was distinguished
from the other great lords in France only by his title of superior
dignity. He exercised no effective power over the kingdom and
had no share in any of the original creations which constituted
French civilization, such as chivalry, the communes, the guildsj
the universities, and the courtly manners known us courtoisie. He
took no part in either the first or the fourth crusade, the only ones
which produced any creative results.
The territory of the realm was divided among hereditary
princes, each established in a certain region which had become
in effect a small state whose prince bore his title of duke or count
eby the grace of God', issued coinage in his own name, and bore
himself as an independent sovereign, at times even making war
on the king himself, There was no oilicial ttjrm applicable to these
principalities, sometimes referred to by historians as 'the great
fiefs'. The habit has arisen of referring to them by the ecclesiastical
term 'provinces', which has become established in French usage,
though none of them corresponds exactly to an ecclesiastical pro-
vince, The domains of the princes came to have new names, some
of them derived from the name of a barbarian people - such as
Normandy, Brittany, Gascony, or Burgundy - but most of them
derived from the name of the chief town, which perpetuated the
name of an ancient Gaulish tribe - such as Anjou, Touraine,
Poitou, Limousin.
The number of these little states varied with the vicissitudes of
the family possessing them, according as a domain was divided
among several heirs or united with others by marriage or conquest,
In general the tendency in the north and east was for the princi-
palities to increase by this process of union, and in the south and
west to break up into fragments. Thus north of the Loire there
took place a concentration into great 'provinces' the names of
which have lingered on in common usage, though each of them
has been broken up into several departments, In the south-west,
on the other hand, the great region known since the days of
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